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PREFACE
This thesis in intended to familiarise the reader with the
elementary principles of the traveling-wave tube and the associated
problems* The scope will be confined to the use of a helix type
slow vo.ro circuit structure. Primary concern is higher gain with
low addad losses without oscillations* Conventional tubes coasnonly
beinc used at present are discussed. A principle for the design of
a now tubo is proposed with theoretical possibilities and experimental
noasurenonts performed on a representative tube embodying this prin-
ciple.
Appreciation is expressed to Dr. S. F. Kaisel of Stanford Univer-
sity who supervised the design and contributed valuable guidance.
H. F. Poultor, of Stanford tfciiversity Electronic Research Laboratory,
was directly in charge of the physical construction and measurements.
He aided immensely in many instances with the benefit of his personal
experience with travcling-'wave tubes. Much credit is also due to the
men in the machine shop and tube department. Through their untiring
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TABLES OP SY12X2LS AND AEERSVIATIDNS
A Loss relating voltaco associated with ths increasing
vjuve to total appliad voltage* IJvaluatod to U
-9.54 db.
B (Gauss) Ifegnctio flux density required to focus oleotron
stream*
B Gain constant dopanding upon attenuation added* Value
of 47 ,3 *ith no loss and ignoring space charge effoots*
C Gain psrar^tcr, product of circuit impedance and beam
JbBped&no+«
Ef Electric Hold strength.
£ Peak oleotrio field strength aoting on the electron
stream*
£_ JEpedcjica parairster* I&asure of circuit goodness as far
(C2? as gain is concerned*
F (ra) Function of product of radius of helix and propagation






G Traveling-wave tubo gain, i* e* Signal input
expressed in db*
IQt 1^, 2^) LSodifiod function* of Ta in impedance equation
t
K # X^* K^)
1' Average electron convection current, d, c« beam current*
vi

*o Ifeaia adru.ttanco *
\
I tf Povvor dissipated in added attenuation locsee.
K Pcrveanoo K - JL. X 10"6
V *vo
)L lidis characteristic irspedance defined on a longitudinal
field basis
*
K Ildix characteristic impsdance dsfinod on a transversa field
* basis*
L Cold Iocs, added fi/tter.u&tion* expressed in db* Generally
indudos ne&Li^iblc insertion loss of helix. In some helices
of very fine v.iro, this i as hi$L as 12 db and not negligi-
ble* These helices not treated herein*
H Jlatid length of tube in wave lengths*
.
axial lenrfci lonrfth of helix wire
P Pom* Host in the hdix circuit*
?2 Power in beau I V .
Pjyg Fov.er required to produce magnetic focussing field*
SUB Standing wave ratio*
V Vdtago signal on beginninc of helix*
V D« C. beam accelerating potential*
a n radius of helix.
b Radius of dectron stream.
.lative vdocity parameter.
o Volooity of licht 3 x 1C> cm/seo.
Yii

d Disaster of electron stream d - 2b.
I 2.71S.
f Frocucncy, cycles per second.
k Efficiency faotor.
1 Axial length of helix.
A r Distance from helix.
r. f# Radio frequency,
u Avera£e (d. c.) velocity of electrons in beam.
v Velocity (axial) of signal as progresses down the helix.
Phase velocity of wave.
A. v Velocity deviation.
va
«mt4m«* velocity at which interaction with an electron
stream of velocity u will occur.
Vb Minimum velocity at which interaction with an electron
stream of velocity Kq will ocour.
P Axial phase conctant.
O Free space phase constant.
t Propagation constant.
£ Efficiency.
kj V(Tave length along longitudinal axis of helix.
/, Free space wavelength.




In 1942 Rudolf Kanpfner began work on a method to ovorcora9 tha
difficulties of a Hyrtron operated as a lilgh sensitivity amplifier at
microvrave frequencies. The chief difficulty which ho sought to over-
coiai WM the transit time of electrons croccing the "worldng gap," It
is by means of interaction with the electric field of the gap that the
electron stream is energy modulated and also the amplified energy is
recovered. The basic thought occurred that the energy transfer could
perhaps bo better effected if the electric field were travoling at approx-
imately the ease rate as the electron stream.
With this in mind, Kompfnor constructed a structure to slow the
electromagnetic wave to velocities corresponding to a reasonable accelera-
ted beam voltage electron speed. He constructed a coaxial line with the
inner conductor being a helix of such a pitch that the wave traveling
around the helix at approximately the speed of light advanced axially
at approximately the speed of the electron beam. EtLth an experimental
model he discovered that amplification resulted with a signal impressed
on the helix and an oleotron stream projected down the axis. The elec-
tron stream velocity had to be proporly adjusted or no gain was observed.
Ho decided it was practical to use one length of helical line a3 a buncher
and catcher combined. Thus a now tuba, the traveling-wave tube, was con-
(12.)
ooived. The conventional traveling-wave tube of today is construc-
t 1 on the principle he discovered, with only minor improvements and
... .Ications.

From this beginning, the traveling-wave tube was tho subject of
much work, study, and development , It was found to have application to
ar^lification at microwave frequencies where use or conventional elec-
tron tubes was impractical. It was alco found to produce gain ovor a
very largo bandwidth* A later discussion will expound the bandwidth
characteristics. It may bo compared to other high frequency amplifiers,
the klystron and triode representing the best conventional tubes, * '
Both have the same fundamental limitations as to bandwidth capability.
As the band is broadened at any frequency, tho gain is decreased. There
exists for any given tube a bandwidth beyond 7,-tiich no gain is available.
This is due to the signal being applied by moans of soma sort of resonant
circuit across the capacitance at the input of the tube. In the traveling-
wave tub© this limitation is overcome completely. There is no input capa-
citance nor any resonant circuit. The tube is essentially a transmission
lino 7.1th a negative attenuation in tho forward direction. The bandwidth
can be limited by transducers connecting the circuit of tho tube to the
oouroo and load. This will bo specifically discussed later. The tube clso
, L l change of gain with frequency, but this may be controlled by
proper design. Thus, in a traveling-wave tube amplification is achiev-
fl6)
able at very higher frequencies and ovor extremely wide bandividths, *
Conventional traveling-wave tubes are plagued by internal feedback
as are other high gain amplifiers. This problem will bo the primary con-
cern of this thesis. Conventional type tubes which are currently being
built are discussed and their characteristics, design pararoters, per-
formance, and licdtationa are treated. Present methods of oscillation

ill be diccus3od # An alternative nothod of prevsntin^
is prcpoced vritli substantiating experimental data obtained
Troa a representative structure incorporating the principle. The ad-
vantages of lov;er power dissipation, higher forward gain, and lowered
^L^v.pc,ibility to radical variations in individual tubes are pointed out#

chapter i
theoretical dbsiga oobsidee signs in c: :ional tuss
1. General description of conventional traveling-wave tubes, ^x * '
Referring to figure I, the basic components of & representative
tube may bo seen. Such a tube nay be desinned to operate with 20 to
20,000 volts aocelerating beum voltage at frequencies from 50 megacycles
to 100,000 megacycles. The input wave is transferred from the coaxial
load to the helix by means of a matching coupler and a short piclv-up
platinum antenna. A molybdenum sleove is fitted at the base of the plati-
num antenna for anchoring purposes. Similarly, the antenna at the output
end radiates the amplified energy from the helix. The matching coupler is
employed to effect the transfor of the energy output to a coaxial lino*
The electron gun is used to produce the electron stream which provides
the source of energy similar to the plate supply in a conventional tube.
The beam travels faster than the signal on the helix and imparts energy
through interaction in being slowed down throughout the length of the helix.
The collector is used to terminate the electron stream. The helix is used
to slow the signal wave progression to approximately the speed of the beam.
It \.H1 be noted that the gun anode, helix, and collector are all at a
(2.6 j
positive potential with respect to the cathode. v ; A means for focussing
the bean is not shown. Using a parallel flow gun, a large coll conducting
current, wound with the axis coincident with the tube, provisos magnetic
focussing. Due to increasing requirements, the higher powered tubes use
(15)
Drillouin flow guns with resultant smaller focussing power and soils.

Another very vital parb Of the tube not indicated in tho figure
internal loss. High gains arc experienced in tho forward direction
of tho helix through interaction with the beam. Unless a nearly perfect
tapA -lit3 at tho output coupler, tho reelected wave along the helix
will return to tho input end in sufficient magnitude to sustain oscilla-
tions. If the tube is to be used as an ajiiplifier, this feedback oust bo
niniadaed. In conventional tubes a number of methods are in use, most
popular of which la the addition of suitably chapod strips of aquadag on
(20)
the interior or exterior of tho envelope along the helix . Aquadag
is a lossy conductor which when placed in an electric field has induced
current flow. Energy is dissipated in the form of 3rR losses. The prin-
ciple objections to this are reduction of gain in the forward direction,
reduction of efficiency, heat dissipation required, and the unpredicta-
bility of the amount of los3 introduced. The optimum thickness of aquadag
for loss introduction is inversely proportional to the distance from the
(16)
helix and quite critical. ?he conducting properties of aquadag change
radically when subjected to heat such as occurs in final processes in tube
fabrication* In the vacuus r. f • heating and outgassing, processes , tho
proper losses as measured previously may change greatly. Thus tho tube may
eons out with excessive lose resulting in lotf output gain. Conversely,
tho Iocs may decrease radically, resulting in a tube which is complotely
useless.
A number of attempts to subject the properties of a helix to quanti-
V.„i..t.,. f^^n.liLt^LT V^M W> fl- r*~A*> (2)(3)(^)(10)(17)(1C) M.---.WJ.M..ta&XVQ yorctlLatloD nave been made. i«any varxaploa
arc involved and the interaction phenomena is quite complex. In order to
have a theory simple enough to be useful, numerous eiaplifying assumptions
must be made. All treatments maks more or less restrictive assumptions
5

and obtain rocults v.iiich, though - .nt in form, agree fairly well
in predicted performance for any given set of parameters. In sees oasea,
empirical formulation of experimental results is employed. Although
nomographs, graphs, and equations exist in a great variety of fores,
no singlo standardized theory io accepted as cxpLaining completely the
action occurring • The bulk of effort in analysis has boon concentrated
on a small signal theory. A fairly satisfactory and reasonable for-
nulation has been aooampLiahed by a number of men working in the field.
In general, no Largo signal theory has been promulgated.
(11)(13)(16)
2. Discussion of electric field and traveling-waves.
Considerable work has been done to determine the configuration of
the field Lated with a helix. Ifost important is the magnitude of 2
Lch acta upon the electron stream. This is normally the longitudinal
IT 0.1 the axia of the helix for a solid small diameter bean. In large dia-
meter helicea a hollow boam may be employed, but for simplicity^ sake,
only the former case will be considered. The ratio of the square of the
jtric field to power flow has been evaluated by physical roaauxemonta
oven when it could not be calculated. C. C. Cutler did this by allow-
;
the power from a waveguide to flew into a terminate- I .. Lix, so that
(3)
the power in t lie helix was the earns- as in the waveguide, lie then c. .-
pared the field in the helix with the field in the waveguide by probe msasuro-
oenta* The field strength in the waveguide ceuld bo calculated in terms of
power flow. Therefore, the field in the helix could be determined by com-
parison for a given power How. The primary requirements of the 8 field
-Lficaticn interaction with the beam is that thoro be jtudinal

b of exrcTlrantal measurements
field fi the presonco of such a ccapon^nt in
functioned as amplifiors , The magnitude of the £ field on
axis as obtainod by computation and experimental measurement ia a
(2)
function oC frequency, being stronger for lor^r frequency.
The field on tho outside of a helix ie also of interest, although
for a different reason* At lev*- frequencies the fields extend a greater
distance outside tlie helix. This makes the suppression of low frequency
oscillations feasihlo by the introduction of a collar of lossy ceramic
areund the tube, I3y proper distance location this ceramic may bo quito
effective en troublesome lev: frequencies, arri not materially affect the
(16)
liighcr frequencies in the d. . band pass.
Similar to a vjsvc guide, a helix is capable of supporting many
nodos, Tho mod-o v.d'oh which travelings/avo tubes are concerned are tho
(13)
modes, Reference to figure XI ehov/s the apprcximats
_ rtantanooue charge distribution on helices for the simple nodes, Tho
lOw-est transmission mode has adjacent regions of positive and negative
:-atcd by cany turns. This mode is readily applicable to the
trai - - . -ve tube since the adjacent regions of positive and negative
. are coparated by an appreciable axial distance, giving rise to a
substantial longitudinal E field component parallel to the axis at the
i otter of the helix. The requirements as to spacing and cireuoferonco
. ktlooehll* are shora in figure III,
One thing v;hich nearly all small signal analyses bring out is the
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The impedance parameter "T" is twice the lonsitudinal impedance.
The transverse voltage V^ is greater than the longitudinal voltage
V- because of the circumferential magnetic flux outside the helix. For
clow waves, HL • V^, Then the circumferential magnetic £Lux is small com-
pare i with longitudinal flux inside of helix. For very fast v.aves, longi-
tudinal voltage becomes small ccapared with the transverse voltage.
(19) (16)
4, in and bandwidth consideration:..
Cain and bandwidth are 30 closely related that they will be discussed
here in conjunction, LSany of the variables and physically controllable
design parameters are closely related to both. In designing a tube it is
Ily necessary to compromise for best combined results rather than
ia&sdng one and allowing the other to suffer.
Certain relationsiiips, although basic, are stated her© for sake of
clarity

2 2 fc ^ 2
3 - P *
r
but for v « o p = v
Originally it was believed that a highly desirable circuit property
far wide bandvddth "was constancy of phase volocity, v, with frequency.
In order to produce gain, the circuit phase velocity mast be near the
electron stream velocity. Efforts in design ware constantly toward
1 mlRing the deviation of v with frequency. This resulted in large
values of re, the product of the propagation constant, v t and the helix
rc Unit a. Using this criterion, considerable difficulty was experien-
ced in obtaining high gain, i. e., in excess of 20 db. without a great
deal of oscillation at frequencies reiaote from the designed center fre-
quency. It v.us then discovered that by using a snail value of Ta, high
a with a narrow bandwidth and freedom from remote frequency osoilla-
(12)
tion could be achieved. Th© small values of ra were classified as
dispersive* There is no sharply defined line dividing dispersive from
nondispersive helices, Robinson and Kompfner established a criterion of
?a --77- ^ 1.2 (12)
(19)
Robinson in a separate article set this boundary at 2.0. A dis-
persive helix is characterized by the velocity of the wave supported
varying rapidly with frequency. Since
a a 2 v f a





It can be readily cecn that for email values of ra, v trill depart
from v contor frequency more rapidly than it would for large valuea
of a for a given value of a. Use is mado of the dispersive property
to restrict the electronic bandwidth, i* e*, the bandwidth over which
velocities are compatible for beam wave interaction to occur* By use
of this design, the bandwidth is restricted to a degree which it is
easily possible to produce couplers having a very low reflection coef-
ficient * Thus oscillation tendency ie reduced within the desired band
as well as outside* The sacrifice in bandvddth can be as large or small
as desired* This design allowed the construction of a 3000 megacycle
tube, 1600 volt bean voltage with a bandvddth of 200 megacycles and stable
gain of 25 db* Thus it was possible, due to the narrow band and good
matching couplers (over such a narrow band) to use only the insertion
less of the wire in the helix, some 12 db., and obtain stable gain as great
(19)
as 30 db* This tube, however, lacks the flexibility of operating
over a wide range or being used for broadband work. Also, attempts to
achieve higher gain would require better couplers or added losses.
Figure V is an approximate frequency-gain characteristic plot for speci-
fic values, indicating the rapid decrease of gain off contor frequency in
tha dispersive region* Figure VI is a similar plot indicating the exis-
tence of a ra in the dispersive region which gives maximum flatness for a
symotrical band of frequencies* Another important advantage of the dis-
persive traveling-wave tube is that the beam current required to obtain a




Another interaction circuit for which phase velocity of the growing
wave i3 made to coincide ivith the beam velocity over a narrow frequency
(5)
range only i3 created by the use of an external "filtor helix." A
circuit of the type desired, wherein phase velocity is fairly uniform over
a narrow frequency band and changes rapidly outside this band, behaves
like a band pass filter. The uniform helix is in general a wide band
structure. An iterated filtor network with repetitive impedance discontinui-
ties is a narrow band circuit, taking use of a nondiepersivo helix with an
external surrounding helix containing such discontinuities as sudden changes
in pitch, a narrow band structure may be constructed in which the band pass
region may be shifted by changing the filter helix. This appears highly
desirable as it increases the flexibility of a single tube. The process of
ohanging filter helices might entail retuning and adjustment of beam vol-
tage. In goneral it would bo still mere desirable if a tube could be
produced with a wide bandwidth in which oscillations did not occur and
artificial losses ware not required. This principle makes the narrow band
operation more flexible than resort to dispersive helices.
Nov; let us see how gain can be computed. A number of graphs, para-
.x, t * * CO (7) (16) _
me-corc ana approximations are involved. The most universally
used equation is
G - A BCN
BC3J is the gain which a tube would have assuming only the increasing wave
present and the beam already in a bunched condition at the beginning of the
helix. A is a constant negative quantity calculated to be -9.5^ db. It
is largely to compensate for the gain not obtained at the first part of
12

tho helix while tho bean is being bunched. B is taken as 47.3 with no
loss and ignoring 3paco charge ©fleets. Mow
tm hr)(h;?
Tho circuit part of C is measured by tho cub© root of an impedance,
5
,
which relates the peak 2 acting on tho electron stream, tho phase
constant, and the power £La?. -prj
—
( is a measure of circuit goodness
as far as gain is concerned. To obtain high gain, it is desirable to have
a circuit with a high impedance parameter* It is also desirable to have
T (e2 ) %
a high beam admittance, ^ • For a given helix v x « ia approxi-
Vo" (0*?)





F(Fa) docreaces as frequanoy increases. Physically this is because at
high frequencies (short wave lengths) for which tho sign of the field alter-
nates rapidly with distance, the field is strong near the helix but falls
off rapidly away from the helix. Hence, the field to interact with the
beam is weak at the axis because of the more rapidly curved path of the S
lines for short wave lengths. Tho charge distribution in figure II can
ba visualized as boing compressed axially, so that E doe3 not protrude
as far toward tho axis. Tho E field strength at tho helix curiae© do-
orcases with frequency also. At very high frequencies the field falls off
.7 from tho bells approximately as -^^r where a r is distance from the





- mt tho electric field strength is pro-
portional to - i i2£d£i # therefore, E becozsss v/eakcr at tho boundary
•with higher frequencies aM decays core rapidly to-.ford tho axis. K is
tho nurabar of -wave lengths along the axis. It is directly proportional
to frequency since, at higher frequencies, Aboeorws shorter, making H
increase with frequency*
A suaaary of this should point up the reasons for the inherent
broad band characteristics of a traveling ware tube. As phase
velocity deviates from electron velocity tho interaction is not as strong,
thus tending to decrease gain both above and belo?r center frequency. The
alloTjahle range of velocity deviation at 'which gain, can be realized ia
of the order of
A v «» +CuA
Thus, the allowable difference botvsoen the phase voloeity of the circuit
and tho velocity of the electrons increases as circuit isgpedance and boaa
current ere increased for a fixed boaa voltage, Tho gain i3 proportional
to F (T&) h# H increasoa vrith frequency vhile F (t*&) decreases tdth fre-
quency, due to weaker I? on axis. Theso too factors, the E field becoming
wsalsar at the aids decreasing C, and the nusber of vave lengths increasing,
tend to balance each other and extend the bandwidth. Thus, traveling-wave
tubes are inliorentiy broad band devices,
5. Boaa voltage considerations.
The choice of V , the beam accelerating potential is quite iiaportant*
It is very closely related to tho length of the helix, gain, focussing
po?;er required, and povxtr capability* To demonstrate the raJ.ationahip,
representative or optimum values are assigned to r&, b/a and fo« The
center frequency of 3000 angacydes is chocon bocauss problems at this
H

frequency are representative of a wide band extending downward to




is selected* This is a practical figure, being largo enough to obtain
sufficient paver in the bean, yet not so large as to oak© helix current
execssivo* The value of 1*8 is assigned T a. The constant, T, is in-
vorsely proportional to V * Thus the helix radius, a, must be directly
>
proportional to V 2 to maintain a constant * The value of 1*8 repreeonto
approximately the best gain-frequency characteristics* Computations
indicate this value gives the maxi.nnm symmetrical flatness*
a* Detcrainstion of B (gauss) required for Brillouin Flow as a function
ofJk
Using the constants as selected and two graphs, i. e*, figure VII
"Beam Current vs Beam Voltage with Perveance, K, as a Parameter and Con-
stant Beam Power Contours" and figure VIII "Liagnotic Field for BriHouin
Flow with Perveance K as a Parameter", the values of B_**..«can be deter-
mined* rcopresentative values of 1, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000 watts
beam power are used* Using figure VII, the Beam Voltage, V , and Perveance
are recorded for a fixed power. Then using this V and K, the product Ed,
whore d is diameter of beam, is obtained from figure VIH. The value of
d is computed. Since
;
TO. • - * - 1.8 - rg£V
3.
1 *s * v '4 -A^
2 ir a
/506 V^-,
1*8 V * ^.-a
a , . . * j •» *00567wos helix 50*6/27; °




with tho known diameter of beam, B^IU is determined by dividing tho Bd
as determined graphically by d as computed.
It is also possible to formulate cathematically tho B^ required
(15)
for focussing with Brillouin flow. "' Beginning with





1660 i/ xlQ"'^r ^ 1660 x lo"3 P3
ea^s " ,00079? V? '.00795 v ^
42Thus for fixed Pg, B^l/vJ* . It is apparent from this, and also from
curves, figures VII and VII, that for low B^^ , values of V should b©
as high as practicable. Physically this signifies that a vreak highly
accoloratGd beam is most easily focussed. For a plot of B ^va VQ with
constant Pg and K contours for constants selected, see figure IX.
b. Determination of required len/rth as function of gain, beam voltage,
porveance and power
Now it is desired to find how the power, perveance, and beam voltage
affect tho required length of the tube. As previously,
G - A BCN
In this equation, experiment and theory indicate that A, the db loss re-
quired to bunch the beam is the order of 10 db. A value of 25 is chosen
for tho constant B. Pierce predicted B - 47*3 for no loss or space ohargo.
However, if an average amount of loss is added to decrease tho oscillation
tendency, and space charge is accounted for, the value of B decreases to
a representative figure of 25. Of course, this can be varied by the
amount of losses introduced*
16

Thoro arc a nuiiibor of other inathods of forr.mlating the P (/'a) X
Solid Bjara ^^ ^^l load to apprccd irately sioilar numerical
Correction FactorJ
insults. The graphs in Pierce's book, "Travolii^Viav* Tubas," are used
in this osthod.
Also,
P~ " h *?*i for v«c
F(ra) - 2,3
Graphs by Pierce
Solid beam corr, factor 1.2J
fltl* ./!)*« (2c3) (1.2) - ^ ^\ ^
--fS
\jF?) W Vo vo
vp
2p / ( 3 vJ 2 ? *. v 5
K - jL - 2i- - 50 6 1
^j A.v 10 V *





(G + 10 ) (V ) (G+10) V
. .I * m ., . .
25 x 11 x 50«6lo
i5
13900 3^ H
Now, by aa&lgnlJQg values to gain in db and using values of I and V as ob-
tained from figures VII and VIII, 1 can readily be computed. To obtain a
short 1, it is desirable to have a large I and sisall V , Ihaaa conditions
aro cat when perveance is hi^h (paver fixed) and beam voltage lov/t Giving
hi^h curront density. That a lov/ VQ is desirable to obtain snail 1 can
17

further bo demonstrated by substituting for I
.
V °
For a plot of 1 vs V with constant Ps and K contours for the conctanta
selected, see figure X,
c. Opt lonjct-h-focngginf;, rwxy? ccraiitioria
The conclusions of (a) and (b) establish opposing trends of V for
B^^and 1. For a fixod pcrar, the larger V , the smaller B,*** required,
Koffltrer, for small / , lo;^ V is required* Thu3 it might be expected that a
propw choice of V and K for a fixed poo^r T/ouLd yield minimum combined





2 R - P j
thoreforo Ap and also 3^«* P Using as a criterion the product
mag, nag.
of magnetic power required and the helix length, by substituting it is seen
that
.00795 /" ' P^V*
B2 H4-*
Thif indicates if focussing field power and length considerations
ars of equal iiawrtance, that the- aoxinffia possible available vdtage should
ba used. A plot of B^^i vs V showing constant Pg and K contours, ie
presented in figure XI*
(7) (16)
6* Pcj/or output and efficiency.
Vfoen an electron beam is shot through the helix, the electrons ara
accolerated or c^olcratod by the field of the wave, especially the longi-
tudinal u fiold. As a result the beau electrons will be bunched. Because .
c^ the bunching action, there will bo, in time, more electrons decelerated
u

accelerated cvor any cross section or vico versa, Am a re-
sult thcro rail bo a net transfer of energy from the beam to the wave,
or from the wave to th3 beam. During amplification the electron bean
behaves lil© a generator with negative conductance, supplying power to
the fields through a net loss of kinetic energy by the electrons
«
As long as tha discussion is limited to low level r, f » power
throughout the tube, the assumption of & constant electron velocity u
is valid* The energy transferred from the electron beam to the r. f •
field will be a negligible fraction of tha total kinetic energy of tha
electrons. The electron beam initially moves at a higher velocity than
the interacting vrave. As the individual electron progresses along the
tube it loses more energy in deceleration than in acceleration. The
average electron velocity vtill decrease slowly at the beginning but vail
decrease rapidly toward the end since r, f power level increases ex-
ponentially. Assuming a long lossless helix, maximum energy exchange
v
occurs if the beam enters with a velocity a corresponding to the upper
end of amplification range and leaves with velocity b, corresponding to
the lower end of interaction range, Tftuci mum efficiency of onergy con-






For a typical tube the upper limit is from 10£ to 2$p*
A theoretical evaluation of power output requires a theory of the
non—linear behavior of the tube. At the present time the power capa-
bilities and efficiencies attainable in practice leave considerable to
bt desired. One thins appears clear from both theory and experiment;
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tho gain parameter C is important in dcL -^ efficiency. It ras
v v
previously seen that a and b v.erc dependant upon C. Mmmi efficiency
is proportional to C by a factor k v.'hich varies as velocity parameter
b,. Konce
For an electron velocity equal to unperturbed wave, efficiency is equal
to 3C. Thus if is .25, efficiency i3 7«5£# However, if C is increased
(16)
to .1, vrfiich i3 physically attainable, efficiency should equal 30%.
Experimental efficiencies are found to be very low. Three reasons
nay explain the cause of lowered efficiency. First, small nonuiiiformitios
in wave propagation set up now Y;ave components which extract energy from
the increasing wave. The excitation of parasitic modes lowers power out-
put. Second, theoretical assumption that the a-e field Is constant on
all electrons in the beam does not hold. Electrons more remote from
the helix are acted upon less favorably by the 2 field. Third, conventional
tubes have a central lossy section followed by a relatively short output
section. Such tubes may be overloaded so severely in the lossy section
that a high level in tho output section is never attained. There is not
enough length of loss free circuit to provide sufficient gain so thc.t
the signal can build up to maximum ajajalitude from a low level increasing
j. Other tubes with distributed los3 suffer because the loss cuts
down the efficiency.
If at a given frequency, I is increased, V held constant, both
yinput power and efficiency should increase S5jqco C varies as JQ
s by
changing current alone, P^-' 1\ % . Also, at a given voltago, current,
20

and C, the efficiency increases as the diameter of helix is docreased*
However, as the helix diameter is made smaller, it is necessary to do-
crease I and optimum gain occurs at higher frequencies.
The helix was at one tin© believed not to be adaptable to large
power outputs . Instead, periodic structures, such as baffle loaded coax-
(6)(9)
ial structures, which conducted heat better than the helix ware studiod.
However, helix type tubes are being built with increasingly higher powers
in both the pulsed and cw outputs. The heat dissipative properties of
the helix are being worked on to improve the potter capabilities.
7. Cold loss required in conventional tube.
Fundamentally, srtificial attenuation is required in helix typo
travoling-wsve tubes because of the difficulty in securing refLectionless
helix terminations over the extremely rd.de amplification band of this type
of tube if the Fa is large. It is generally assumed that, at sonic point
in the helix amplification band, nearly complete reflection will occur at
both couplers. To prevent reflections from resulting in regenerative os-
cillations, such devices as dispersive helices and filter helices are re-
sorted to. They limit the amplification band and simplify the coupler
requirementa. However, with sufficiently high gain, due to coupler limi-
tations (coefficient of reflection being too high) oscillations again be-
come of concern. Likewise, 'with nominal gains in broad band helices, since
oofflpron&s* of higher coupler coefficient of reflection h&3 been mado in
exchange for wider bandwidth, oscillations are a problem both within the
igne4 band pass and. outside where amplification, though decreased, still
-j (as velocity is still compatible with beam velocity) but a very
high coupler coefficient of reflection exists.
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To prevent reflections from re ive oscilla-
tions, attenuation is introduced. In general* attenuation la intro-
duced that exceeds the not gain of tho tube. Thi3 condition is found
to automatically prevent oscillations at any other frequency for r/hich
terminal reflections are large because levered forward amplification
generally accompanies departure from designed center frequency.
The subject of added loss and the effect upon output gain should
bo considered in more detail. First consider the criteria for os-
cillation, Tho incident signal will -be amplified in the for.7ard direc-
tion by an amount of G. This is tho G from the equation
G » A DCH
The G is tlie actual amplification idealised i. ©., voltage output/vol-
tage input. The B to be substituted in the equation is approximately
25 as found experimentally by gain measurements on stable tubes. For
oscillations to occur (refer to figure XII) the signal starts at (l),
is increased by G in the forward direction and at (2) a fraction of
this is reflected* Tho signal i3 ciirainished by L in the reverse
direction and reflected again at (1). If the overall gain of this
loop is unity or greater, oscillations will occur.
As an illustrative example assume that a 8MB of 2.0 exists at both
input and output couplers. This can be achieved v/ith little difficulty
over a wide band. Ncv,
1 + ke -
i>w* "• x - ko
2(1 - ke)- (1 ke)
1
ke •}•
Assume a forvrard gain of 40 db io desired. This is equivalent to a
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voltage gain of 100#
100 x 4- x L::i. - 1
3 3
L . 4— - 0.0?
l db - -a &
or
40 - 9o'6 - L - 9.56 -
L **ZL db
1
(-9«5o loss euuiv. k» » T" )
Figaros XHl(a) and (b) are curves plotted for an input SY& of 1.5 and
2.0 respectively with variable output Sift and constant G contours.
Just how much does this 21 db of cold loss reduce the gain? By-
direct substitution
G - A + B(CM) - 40 db
C8T • 2
G , _" - -10 «• 47.3(2) - 64.6 db
no cold loss
This would indicate that the gain actually realized is 44.6 do less
than that theoretically possible . Tills figure is a triile high, isdi-
oating that the theoretical gain is too high. Saras of this can be
attributed to space charge effects which are not accounted for in theory.
The rest is duo to other simplifying assumptions or imperfections in
actual helices not considered in theory*
The cold loss does not subtract directly from the theoretical gain.
In practice a cold less appradL&ately equal to or greater than the de-




i:. reduced froza 1/3 to 1/2 or the cold loci . Thus,
if it 13 do aired to produce e tube with an output gain of 40 it would
be necessary to deoi^i a «ul« with 60 db gain and 40 do or cold loss
added. Kali of the 40 dh subtracts from tho gain achievable without
cold Iocs, Thence, if in adding tho cold loss too :«uch loos is added,
say an extra 10 db, the output would bo reduced fay 5 db*
In a previous section on dispersive helices it was stated that a
tube of 30 db gain with no other l03s than that of tho wire (12 db) had
(19)
been devised* This tube was highly dispersive and doss afford an
answer to added cold loss. However1 this paper is primarily concerned
with nediuai dispersive tubes having a band width of at least $0)1 center





PIED V* TERMINATED HELIX
(21)
1. C^-^-vX description t/ith discussion of principles.
The principle suggested i3 briefly explained by reference to figure
:.7, Instead of using a single Motion of helix as both "bunchcr" aril
"catcher" as Bojqpfnev decided to do, divide the helix. Use the fircro
section for a bnncher, terminate thic section and dissipate tlxt signal at
tho end of the helix, Use the wadttlated beam to convey the intelligence
to the second section of the halix. O'stain isolation between thi two
sections by an open circuit. This vrJH decrease the tendency to oscillate
since tho gain for either section trill not be as great as a siidlar undi-
vided tube. Hence, the coupler nood not be as perfect as rccuiied by a
conventional tube. Or, taking a different via?:, tho feedback path is re-
duced. The second section of the helix is also terminated at the junction
Ja tho first section, Thic will absorbs energy reflected from the out-
put coupleri further decreasing oscillations*
i advantages of such a procedure are evident • First, higher gain
should bo realised from a tube of given length. Leas dissipation should be
necessary since now the oscillation is materially reduced by the division.
of gain. Finally, the amount of loss incorporated in the termination cay
I to vary over wide Units, The only limitation is that it re-
main great enough to absorb tho energy in the first section and the re-
. dieted energy in the second section.
first, let -as see how much increase in gain can be realised, 1..
calculates the loss incurred by severing a helix with near aero separation
to be -3,52 do/ ' This is lost because no S field is present for beam
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-. until the beam induces a signal on the holix again. Therefore,
the increase in coin ox a conventional, tub© would be 15:^4.J-.033. " 3*52) <*b$
which in en average 30 db gain tubo would amount to 12 db.
Tho power dissipation in cold loss in a conventional tube will now
apprcod -. For exar^Le, assume a power output of 1 watt, gain of
30 db. Since th3 cold loss is half effective on tho forward gain, a gain
of 45 db would have boon realised without it, giving a total output of 1.75
watte* V&ether or not the added I033 dissipates .75 watts or a lesser
figure is not certain but experimental evidence indicates a substantial
aoount is dissipated. In addition to this, the 1 watt output if extracted
by a coupler whoso to is l/3, will have 1/9 watt reilectod which cost be
absorbed in tho added loss if oscillations aro to be prevented. In the
divided helix, (assuming 17 db of gain in each section) since the signal
started at .0(2. watt it will be at a .050 watt level at the first termina-
tion. In the second helix the 1/9 watt must be dissipated. It is quite
apparent that this dissipation is materially less than .75 watt.
On the third point, little concrete can bo said concerning tho varia-
tion in measured cold loss. IX 30 db of isolation between sections is
sufficient, it little natters if the final manufacturing processes change
-red loss from 60 db to 31 ab or to 80 db. Little effect on per-
formance should be noticed. This is not the case in the conventional tube
where losses directly affect output gain.
(21)
2. Experiaental data.
a. Tb« experimental work of this problem was done entirely on helices





This v does not take into account the decrease due to proximity of glas3.
Experience has indicated that with an average clearance fit of glass on
helix that v glass present » ,75v.
Hence v (design to allow for glass present) - ,0937 core - 10,65
a
2 v 3 x 10*
•*"* onu
mean diameter «• •• :
~
r
.~ 'j? f^ *- • ,176"
circumference time • axial distance
V
—
— • axial distance beteeon turns
o
tf.176 x .125 - .0693"
turns per inch •» 14.4
The esq _• ; 1 helices -were wound 14 turns per inch because fractional
turns gearing was not available on the lathe.
b. Termination problem.
The problem of properly terminating a hells begins with the input and
vput matching couplers. If perfect matching couplers could be devised,
oscillation problem would not exist. For comparison, generally the
merits of a coupler are stated not as the coefficient of reflection but
rather as the standing wave ratio measured, on a standard 51.5 ohm slotted
lino at the coaxial line to coupler junction. At tlia present state of
the art, couplers which give a 1,3 SUB over a froquency band of 200 mega-
cyeLefl centered at 1000 megacycles can be constructed. LiJasTiis© couplers




- • rail tho higher the cent^..-
frequency, tho poorer the besrt - le natch,
Tho type couplers used in this vark are ehovin in figure Z7# At first
the stub was 1 l/l6 G long, slightly greater than a quarter T.-avolongth at
oentor frequency. Tho n&ybdonun sleeve and interior of the etub cay be
considered a coaxial trancnissicn line. Thus the open circuit at (B)
appears as a short circuit at (A). Likewise, the largo area of tho moly-
bdenun cylinder appears as a large capacitance acting as a low inpodanco
r. f • bypass for signal frequencies. Thus, the cylinder is anchored to
tho coupler and fixes ono end of the pick up antonna so that it nay be fed*
It tni3 found that by reducing the stub length to 3/4" and using a tapered
sloovs length of 3/4", bettor results could be obtained. Tho couplers
ware tuned by use of a frequency crept l&ystron oscillator with a direction-
al coupler and scope presentation of frequency vs refleotion nagnituds. This
was rapid and enabled the best cojiproniso overall natch.
Bow the nain problen of torainating tho interruption in tho helix will
bo discussed. There are at least three possibilities:
(1) The helix nay be terminated in a spiral sinilar to a helical
antenna viiich nay bo encased in the glass envelope.
(2) The holis wire nay bo brought out through the envelope at soiao
location along the tube. % proper inpedanco matching techniques and cor-
rect restraining configuration, it nay be connected into a dissipative
load*
(3) The helix nay be wound back upon itself 3inilar to a coupled
helix and tho loss incorporated in the back wound helix.
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jrimcntal work dono on (l).
Investigation revealed that (2) had already been undertaken with nono
too successful results. (3) is an cxtcntion of (l), having more diffi-
cult restraining problems than (1) plus tho eoopled helices principle.
It appoarod that (1) would be more simple than (3).
The construction of tho helices v.as done ixi the conventional manner,
by winding on a mandrel in a machine latho • The mandrel was inserted into
a cone at one end. The cane had a thread machined on it. A variety of
typee of vdre, tungsten, copperplatod tungsten, and molybdonum in .020"
and .030", was used. Nearly all helices were eventually wound from
molybdenum. It lacked the rigidity of tungsten but also 13*3 not nearly
so brittle. Tungsten was highly desirable from a point of view of re-
taining exact shape. However, tho helix and spiral was first wound and
fired to cetj then the spiral was pressed and fired again to cat flat 5 then
if the spiral was irregular, it was fitted into a flat threaded steel form
and fired for a third time. Attempts to combine the second and third
operations with tungsten failed due to spring qualities preventing it from
being compressed into the face plate thread. The repeated firings made
the tungsten so brittle it precluded tho possibility of its use.
The first check made was to see if the cone shaped spiral, prior to
being pressed* would constrain the wave and if it could be loaded as a
dissipative termination. This was a simple, less difficult configura-
tion than the flat spiral. It was believed any results Tjould "co applicable
to the flat spiral with certain reservations and modifications « A 15°
central angle cone with 9 turns per inch (measured along the axis) 2 inches
long was first tested.
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It be 1 11 at this point to describe the sot-up for lasasur-
ins 9WK alons the helix. This v>a3 to serve as a criterion of how Troll tho
helix vas teroiftAted. The coupler vras secured in a split brass pipe of
1 S/^ v-liaj^'c^r by a hose clar^? '"hiah could be lessoned to enable ad-
Og fop a aatch. Tho belled end of the class envelope vas held firn-
ly by a teflon disk -Khich wa3 clarjped in the brass shell. The entire shell
Bd to a 3/3" flat sheet of xaotal "which was very rigid* iTountod
on the astal sheet was a carriage which had a distance scale calibrated
in contioeters. The carriage height vas adjustable by four scrovrs so it
could be leveled up and the attached pick-up probe cot at a desired
distance from tho &Las3 envelope.
The 8T32 ^oasureLisnt along the helix was quite a difficult problem.
Basically, » single slew wave traverses the helix. However, an essen-
tially "un£uided freo space save is present also. The latter ray be ro-
duoed to a vory sp.'-JT amplitude by appropriate launching and care ir« ter-
minating the spiral tfsvea. Another way of eliminating the "fact" wave is
by plaoin^ the helix inside a pipe too small to support other •rcavoguide typo
m^xlcs. In this case it vrould have nsant e. pipe i/2" isi diar^ter. However,
it would have been necessary to split tho pipe to enable the introduction
ttf a prcb?. Appropriate launching ras tried. Cars in terminating the spiral
: vxis only possible tshen the spiral v&s a good match. Wien the spiral
perly terminated the helix, a small STIR vsis observed which V&8 regular
alon.3 the helix. TVhcn it did not, a very irregular *?ave v;as observoc:. This
could be avjributcd to the presence of a "fast" i?avfl, parasitic modes, and
:iple partial reflections. It vras fousad that a very small loop probo
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won ^t. It picked up the desired wave and largely excluded the
desirable, round circular probe which ccaipletsly encircled the helix
envelopes 1,1:3 partially successful* A pointed probe was constructed; also
a ahl lded factory-canufacturod point probe with a tuning stub was tried
but finally only the small loop was used for the bulk of the measure-
ronts. It was also found that tlsD closer to th3 glass envelope tho probe
wis placed, tho better the ratio of frff^ft^yS . At first approach*^
unaosxred waves
It would seem that the best measurementa would bo at the ©dee of tho fields
so as not to distort tho linos of force. However, the dosired wave MS
found to decrease in strength in an exponential inannsr whore as the para-
sitica decreased linearly. In general, the complex wave pattern problem
was sost unfortunate. Due to the irregularities of consecutive maxima-
and minima when a high $& existed, no definite SOB could bo set for a
given frequency in case of SiS>1.5« Tto&M clioinated the very valuable
process of conparing high helix S?£»e and actGroining when improvement in
termination existed.
Row a helix with a tapered spiral termination shaped as relieved frca
the cone was first tested with no losses whatsoever incorporated. Three
isolated frequencies were observed where low SIB existed in the 2000 to
^000 lu^gacycles band*
Then bte&$ft was made to load the spiral. Aquadag was coated on
the out > of the glass eirvelope from the helix junction about half way
to tho end* It was also painted on the inside from the end of spiral to-
il J . helix, overlapping slightly the coating on the outside. This wai
not successful, due primarily to inability to apply a g smoothly with
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a brush t i ng thickness* Btea*
tv.r.'i 1 y, the ; - • id and replaced by five evenly
j -.cod lc iinal slabs of j atoly 1 1/2" long, »14n wide
and #004" thick* The sprayed lag measured 200 ohms pea* square and
..-3 placed vita the ttnpainted mica sic 1 rd the spiral* It effec-
aly loaded the spiral very wall; A lovr 5V.lt, below 1JL5 "was measured
along the helix from 2400 Megacycles to LfiOO x^gaeyclos. A eiiailar
UK with a spiral of 4 tarns par inch (along axis) woo tested* It
yielded a lev 5.7a along the helix from 4000 down to 2300 megacycles.
bh this representative information in liend, the spirals ware
pressed Hat and fired to set. Then to farther insure uniformity of the
spirals, they were fitted into threaded steel blocks, clamped in place,
and fired*
Now tlia helicc3 vdth flat spiral terminations -were tested. It %a3
found that, vdth very careful loading, a 3KB of 1J.5 or under vas observed
on the closely spaced spiral from 2000 megacycles to 2900 KSgaeycles.
The aquadag loading had to bn extremely thin and as close to the spiral
as possible, i. e., .0005". "he required close proximity vaa indicative
that ;o.o tight spiral \ - eGLda are very close to the ;viro. ?cr-
... . dole to p . p turns in a lossy cerawic the
could have byen matched. On the widely spaced spiral with load-
ing a distance of .002" an excellent match with a 1.05 or under S?*Ti on the
helix vas achieved from 3I00 megacycles to 40CO megacycle .
A threaded cone was machined for a eossjvosdM 7 turns per inch
(axially) and a helix and spiral prepared* After experimenting vdth the
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Lj a successful Batch was achievod
300 to 3400 megacycles, Again uo-..ever, the loading ^as very close
to the 1, It ±3 further believed that the red answer to the par-
ticular problem is a 6 turn per inch (axiaily) 15° cone pressed into a
t epiral with aquadag loading of 500 ohms per square at a distance of
Ml" or closer <
In passing, a word should be said concerning the junction between
- helix and spiral. Effort was mad© to vary this, keeping a constant
7a and rounding the place the helix evolved into a spiral* In tho last
ia produced, good results rare obtained by having tho last turn of
1 helix diameter enter the Hat spiral at tho normal, pitch and
thence transform into a flat spiral. This is a desirable form since
nimua helix separation is desired to prevent debunching of tho
UU
f , *J i.1 (a)
c. Isolation problem,
asiderable experimental work was done in attempting to obtain a
h degree of isolation between the two helices. Previous measurements
.;. George Bather, of Stanford University mlectronic Research Labora-
.cated that a simple covered helix in a glass envelope must have
a separation of l/2a to achieve an isolation of 40 &b* A similar test
indicated that if tho glass envelope v;as expanded at tho separation of tho
B that 1/4" would give 30 db of isolation.
In the case with tho spirals facing each other,without effective
1< li ig, separated by ,005 n , approximately 25 db of isolation "was observ
The reason for the higher than expected figure was due to the helices
(3)
being of opposite thread. However, because the spirals trero not oat*.
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i .t A copper circular disk* with a
^ and raided to the
-A end. Thla t La 60 db of isolation. Howver, iri the final
stance, the spirals vera matched and loaded, tho isolation rseasuro-
echecked without in interv-.. -.per dick. A value of 50
db . served. This furthor substantiated the contention that the
ene 3 being dissipated in tho ter;aLnaticns. For a sketch of final
product, see figure X7T.
In closing it night be said that no doubt technical difficulties
r in tho construction of this tube. At present it appears from
cold aeagureaea&B to ehov considerable promLee. There are undoubtedly
.-ficulties which would arise in a tube with a boaa. Hev.-evcr, it is
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